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Introduction

When people see a braided-in rug for the first time, they think that it must take some terribly complicated, possibly magical process to create those wonderful, colorful patterns. That impression has deterred generations of rug makers from even attempting a braided-in rug. The irony is that braided-in rugs are simpler and quicker to make than plain braided rugs. There is no fancy equipment needed and a very short learning curve. I've shown folks of all ages (and both sexes) how to braid-in with eight strands and they astonish themselves by actually doing it in under ten minutes.

Braided-in rugs form swirling lines of color and though they appear to be complex, the process is simple and those impressive lines form automatically. Even first-time rug makers have stunning results as long as they start with the right directions. That's where this book comes in. I set out to create a book that would be so straightforward that it would bring braided-in rugs to life for rug makers with any skill level.

STRONGER RUGS, MORE QUICKLY MADE

Most people are familiar with a regular braided rug. Fabric strips are braided and then the braids are coiled and laced together to form the rug. With braided-in rugs, the simply woven braids are made and laced into the rug in one step. This makes for a much stronger rug since the rounds of braiding can't separate if a thread breaks—and it eliminates an entire step in the making the rug.

So, if braided-in rugs are so simple, how did the method get lost? The answer is that braided-in rugs never had a standard increase pattern developed for them, and without that, the rugs were intimidating. Anyone who has struggled to make a three-strand plain braided rug lay flat would assume that eight strands (eight!) would be a nightmare of the rug cupping or waving and endless tries to get the rug to cooperate. The standard increase patterns in this book eliminate all that guesswork.
SO MANY STRANDS—THAT SOUNDS LIKE A GIANT TANGLE
With a three-strand braid the left and right strands are used alternately. The ends of the strands cross each other and have to be untangled over and over again. It’s no wonder people are hesitant to try braiding with four or more strands. But braided-in rugs use a different type of braid. Braided-in rugs use left- and right-handed braids, meaning that the strands are worked only in one direction. One strand goes across the others and ends up in the correct position. Tangles prevented.

As for four, six or eight strand braids being intimidating, braided-in rugs are made with a type of braid called a plait. That means that the working strand is always going over one strand, under one strand, over one strand...in a simple weaving procedure. If you made woven sock loop potholders in grade school, you already know the process.

RUGS FOR THE NEW MILLENNIUM
Rag rugs developed as a way to use worn fabrics in the 19th century. That tradition of recycling is perfectly at home in the 21st century and braided-in rugs are ideal for the types of fabrics that we have in excess today. While these rugs can be made with just about any fabric, throughout this book I am emphasizing the use of T-shirts since they are easy to come by, quick to prepare and easy to work with. That makes T-shirts the ideal medium for beginning rug makers.

HOW BRAIDED-IN RUGS WERE LOST
I’m not joking when I say that full directions for making braided-in rugs with the traditional eight strands have never been published. This was a technique that was passed down as an oral tradition, largely by immigrants to North American from Scandinavian countries. When I first wrote about braided-in rugs (in 1985) I had traced their origins in North America to immigrants from Norway, Sweden and Denmark. Recently I heard from a rug maker of Finnish descent, living in Wisconsin, who also had a family history of making the rugs.

The traditional style of braided-in rugs used very narrow strips of lightweight scrap material. They were made by “feel” and colors were added in a more or less random fashion. These rugs still exhibited the classic swirling lines, but without a regular increase pattern, the design possibilities were quite limited and seldom symmetrical.
Like so many of the other rug making traditions, braided-in rugs were ignored by the urban-oriented homemaking publications so the survival of the rugs at all was a matter of a few scattered rug makers continuing a family tradition. The same sad story of many other types of rugs also occurred with braided-in rugs. In only one or two generations, the tradition wouldn’t be passed down since the younger generation wasn’t interested. How often I’ve heard "My grandmother made rugs, but I never learned how"—even from gals in their eighties.

NEW DIRECTIONS FOR THE TEXTILE EXPLORER

There are several brand new techniques in this book that take braided-in rugs beyond the older traditions of braided-in rugs. The old rugs were made exclusively in the oval shape, using the “increase as necessary” method.

Of course, the increase patterns that allow the spectacular effects are new, as are the techniques to accent the pattern lines. Directions for making a true round braided-in rug with eight strands appear for the first time in this book.

Other firsts include alternate starting procedures, going straight to eight strands, braided-in baskets, rectangular rugs and the unique seven-sided shaping of two-strand braided-in rugs.

USING THIS BOOK

I’m sometimes asked about a book, “Is it written for a beginner like me?” With braided-in rugs, everyone is a beginner and with that in mind, I’ve organized the book progressively with each step illustrated. The idea is to get you started with small projects and then a rug, seeing results very quickly. Look through the book (especially Chapter 11: The Fine Points which has all sorts of basic information) and then start at the beginning.

Your life will be much simpler if you use T-shirts for your first project because they are so easy to work with. Once you’ve made one, you’ll be ready for more. From preparing fabrics, to beginning a rug and ending off—the chapters are organized to make the process as easy to follow as possible. With just a little practice, you’ll be surprised at how impressive your very first rug is.

The two-strand braided-in rugs are at the end, not the beginning for a very good reason. Those rugs are the slowest of the braided-in rugs. If there’s one thing I’ve learned in all these years it is that beginning rug makers want to see results quickly. So, please don’t think that it is going to be easier to use two strands, because it isn’t.
NEW IN THIS BOOK

This book has features that none of my previous books on rug making could include. I’ve always listened to the requests and suggestions of my readers, who almost universally wished that the rug books could have color pictures.

Because of the larger format, the photos can also be larger, but I didn’t forget that it is the detailed close-ups that my readers have found most useful. The larger format also allows a little larger typeface, which is easier on the eyes.

And for all of my left-handed friends and rug makers, for the first time, I’ve been able to include both left- and right-handed directions for all of the basic procedures.

Yes, Virginia, I am a Beginner’s Rug!

HAPPY RUGMAKING!

In summary, braided-in rugs have seemed overwhelming and even intimidating to the uninitiated, but that reputation is just not deserved. The braided-in technique is friendly and forgiving—one with few hard and fast rules. The rugs offer a lot of room for exploring color and design. Once you make a braided-in rug, and see the astonishment of friends and family, you can be forgiven for pretending it is a really difficult and complicated process—just don’t overdo it. Eventually, they’ll find this book, too.